[Sudden arythmogenic death in hospitals after heart surgery].
29 cases of sudden heart death (SHD) which occurred in hospital after heart surgery within 1989-1998 are reported. More than 50% were SHD after aortocoronary shunting, it occurred in stenosing atherosclerosis of more than 3 arteries. An important role in tanatogenesis belongs to ischemic heart disease (IHD) with complications (chronic aneurysm of the left ventricle, postinfarction failure of the mitral valve) and combination of IHD with aortal heart deficiency which is followed by pronounced hypertrophy of the left ventricle which is an important factor of SHD risk. Interventricular defects and Fallot's tetrad are most frequent among heart malformations with SHD after heart surgery. Cardiomegaly, myocardial fibrosis, dilatation of the heart cavities, fibroelastosis of ventricular endocardium, anomalous chordal arrangement in the left ventricle, right ventricular lipomatosis are main factors of SHD of the arrhythmogenic type after heart surgery. Introduction of the new notion "sudden heart death at the hospital stage after heart surgery" is suggested.